**Investigation of skin disease is continuing**

By EDWARD SUMMANN

Workshop was held at a hospital on a regional holding facility yesterday that the disease is not curable. According to the facility's**5-year development plan**

By AMY WESTFELDT

The School of Arts and Sciences will release a five-year development plan next month, citing increased visibility as its main goal. The objective for the next five years is focused toward reaching the foundational strategic goals.

**At the Crossroads**

Another in a semester-long series examining the Borough arts and sciences, this session is the last in its planned run. The program, which covers the years from 1987 to 1992, should ultimately increase the overall quality of the most educational programs.

"We would like to achieve distinction as a school of arts and sciences, and that is ranked in the top 10 liberal arts and sciences schools," says the SAS Dean Michael Aiken. SAS next month will send copies of the draft to its steering committee asking for their response, and is working on the final version of the plan. The final version of the plan is the last in the Academic Affairs Committee's 10-year vision. The draft will contain a detailed budget outlining the school's goals for the next five years.

"Comparing with our peer institutions, the Arts and Sciences in Penn's context, the plan status, the preliminary draft targets eight areas of improvement.

"Research and Scholarship — to recruit and retain outstanding faculty and graduate students with more scholarships and fellowships, and to strengthen the doctorate program.

"Geography Education — to strengthen major programs and interdisciplinary programs and improvements in the quality of the undergraduate experience.

"Undergraduate Education — to improve the quality of the program, strengthen the teacher's role, and improve the breadth of the course of study.

"Interdisciplinary Programs — to develop new interdisciplinary programs and strengthen research programs."

**Run down**

Budget cuts have left a local park with no one in charge.

In ANDREW CHARWICKY

On the surface, Clark Park seems to look like any other city park. It’s got tree-lined walkways, benches, and playgrounds. It’s a peaceful place, even on a busy weekend.

"We don’t have a lot of visitors, but we do have people," said the resident William Winters, who lives on one of the benches. "It’s the morning, it’s quiet, it’s just calm.""-

Over the last few years, Clark Park has fallen into a disarray. Stained by the city’s ongoing initiatives, the park has become a haven for drug use, theft, and vandalism. Residents are concerned about their safety and the quality of the park.

"We may not be able to make them on the top of the list at any point in time, but we try, but they think there are subservient differences between the two," Stone added.

Both candidates have released their campaign plans and are questioning each other’s approaches.

"In charge of 632..."-

"Continued on page 9"
WASHINGTON — The Senate voted 72-2 yesterday to override President Reagan's veto of the new sanctions against South Africa, putting the House in a voting must-win situation to sustain the law, bowing to intense pressure from the administration and because it was called by Republicans and Democrats alike as the most important vote of the year.

In voting Reagan one of the most dramatic foreign policy symbols of his presidency, and the first substantive override of a Reagan veto, the Senate also demonstrated the power of politics, in the face of an administration that the president has said would not be overridden.

Despite fierce lobbying by Reagan and other Senate officials, and pressure by Senate supporters of the administration's goals, the Senate yesterday voted to override the president's veto, the 13th vote of the 34 needed to sustain the veto.

In the first substantive override against Reagan's veto, the Senate voted to override the president's veto, the 13th vote of the 34 needed to sustain the veto.

The Senate voted 52-40 that it was not a declaration of war, but a vote of confidence in the president. The vote was 52-40, 31 Democrats and 21 Republicans.
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El Salvadoran refugee finds refuge in church

The Tabernacle United Church will give public sanctuary to an El Salvadoran refugee who was tortured and later left for dead by an execution squad. According to Reverend Jan McDonald, the church will risk a five-year sentence and a $25,000 fine for harboring undocumented refugees, at a time when the church is facing financial difficulties.

"We think it's a small price to pay," said McDonald. "It's a moral obligation to provide sanctuary for those who are fleeing violence and persecution."

The welcoming service for Roberto will combine non-Christian and Christian worship elements, and will be followed by a potluck dinner. The church will also be seeking financial support to provide legal aid and other resources to Roberto and other refugees."
Author calls Kenya's government repressive

**Author calls Kenya's government repressive**

**Political Writes**

Internationaly acclaimed political author Ngugi wa Thiong'o condemned the "dominating" system of government that exists in his native Kenya in a speech at DuBois College House yesterday to more than 50 students and faculty members.

Ngugi, who has been jailed for his efforts to educate his fellow Kenyans, said he believes that Americans need to know that their country is tied to anti-democratic practices in third world countries.

He said he realizes the military bases the United States has in Kenya are "on the border of his country. "From Morocco to South Africa we're rang around by United States military bases, " he said. "One wonders how this country would like it if it was rang-around with African military bases."

Ngugi spoke of the repressive nature of state in Kenya, where he said free speech does not exist.

"We passed the speech to thanking the University community for their support, " he said.

"I say thank you on behalf of so many writers and intellectuals in Kenya who are now languishing in prison," he said.

Among the author's best known works are *Port Of Blood and Devil on the Cross*, which the author wrote on toilet paper while in prison.

Ngugi said he believes there is an "intrinsic connection between institution and what is happening in the United States Government."

He also explained that moral values are transmitted through education, and life is "passed from one generation to the next. The way in which people look at themselves effects how they view struggles in society," he said.

Many other Kenyan political authors have been persecuted for their efforts to educate and instruct.

"There is no neutral act of the pen, " he said. "Every question is, which side do we choose."

Control of a people, according to Ngugi, is brought about in many ways. Cultural control, which the author defined as the destruction of dances, languages, and names, can take a group of people.

"If the revolution can control the dominated it means that the dominated will be looking at the world through the eyes of the dominator," he said.

In 1977, Ngugi was imprisoned for his involvement in the political scene.

(Continued on page 7)

---

**Domino's Pizza**

Receive this cup FREE when you order any large one-item or more pizza. All you have to do is ask the phone person when you place your order. Offer good while supplies last.

No coupon necessary, just ask. Limit one cup per pizza. Not good with any other offer. Available only at the location listed.

---

**The Hilton**

"on the campus"

Intimate, informal College Church invites students
to share in prayer & worship.

SUNDAY 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Covenant Community Church
421 Chestnut St.
Behind TOWALL Pharmacy.
Community service opportunities.

---

**Pennfield's Piano Bar**

SATURDAY NIGHT IS PENN NIGHT
50% Discount on Food with your Penn Card.

---

**Chara's Fish House**

**THE CUP'S OUT!**

**Go Quakers!**

Philadelphia
386-2600
3801-17 Chestnut St.

---

**Domino's Pizza**

Delivers FREE.

Our drivers carry less than 8000.
Limited delivery areas.

---

**Author calls Kenya's government repressive**

Law students (Continued from page 1) through different subject combinations and is geared towards future careers."

"A three-year university is next for the students who get nearly perfect marks," added Amina Muli.

Laiette Abahai, who has a bachelor's degree from the University of Nairobi, added that there are five universities in Kenya and that public education fees are paid by the government.

"From Mombasa to South Africa we're rang around by United States military bases," said Susan Matiba, who studied law in England.

"We do not have an independent jury in Kenya, instead a judge sits alone and presides over capital offenses," said Cecilia Macharia, another attorney in private practice. "In the last 10 years, they have been growing considerably,"

but their opinions is not binding.

The lecturer associated being a lawyer and the growing trend towards civil suits are similar in both countries.

"We are the highest paid professionals," explained Kaliburu Nokya, another attorney in private practice.

"In the last 10 years, cases have grown considerably,"
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Rebels Without a Cause

The Daily Pennsylvanian
The Independent Newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania
108th Year of Publication

Food for Thought

Eating upstairs at 1920 Dining Commons is almost a rite of passage. That's right: we're so used to eating upstairs that we actually go downstairs for lunch. Then what's the point? We finally have a food service problem worth solving through coculture, not rebellion.

Fly Like an Eagle

Condemned for 'Horrible' Remark

To the Editor

I have no objection to Brian Delacourt's column "Dear Bill Gates" (Op. 24-26). We can agree that the writer has drawn between majority and left and the current trend toward rougher drinking habits. Also, his argument that most of our drinking is a result of self-confidence issues is a valid point.

White0Chid for

Trying to WreSt

Trustees' Power

To the Editor

When putting together Daily Delacourts column on the daily trend toward rougher drinking habits, it does seem that such habits are a result of self-confidence issues. However, when looking at the columns that are often criticized for their self-confidence issues, it is evident that these habits are not solely a result of self-confidence issues.

We're at it for one last cup of coffee and, as usual, are discussing options. I've just finished an interview and I'm wearing a grey suit. Lott and I are not. Last year the place was closed. We'd open it up and make some coffee, some tea, and we'd sit there and talk.

Letters to the Editor

Ramos Blasted for Encouraging New Policies

To the Editor: I was listening to President Romero’s recent interview on local radio (10-1-96). Here Mr. Ramos mentions that he is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and a former resident of Puerto Rico. I assume that he is referring to the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which is located in Cambridge, Massachusetts.
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Investigation of skin problems continues

Continued from page 5

"Investigation of skin problems continues" she said.

Robinson said, "At the Environmental Health and Safety Office, we have experienced some skin irritations in the past. It appears to be an occupational dermatosis, but we are not sure."

He described the situation as follows: "There are currently 40 employees who handle chemicals in the laboratory, and 10 of them have reported experiencing skin irritations. It's not uncommon for people in this type of environment to have skin problems."

Kenyan criticizes regime

Continued from page 9

Kenyan criticizes regime

The author wrote: "The Kenyan regime is an example of a group of peasants through the enactment of plays. While in prison, the author wrote the book on as being 'humanely.' It was a much needed talk about the sufferings of the people."

Additional praise for Ngugi's addition to the book was expressed by College President Patricia Turner. "Here, the dominant impulse among some groups in the academic world is to make money. There's such clear complicity on the part of those same groups in the academic world."

A 1984 report by the United States Department of Agriculture had cited DIA's serious abuses in the care of experimental rodents, cats, dogs and baboons.

Employees at DIA are known to base their experience on a variety of experiments at the laboratory. The animals housed at DIA are believed to be free of insects to prevent fatal diseases. Animals housed at DIA are being used in a variety of experiments at the Medical Center and are supposed to be free of insects to prevent fatal results.

In the past, animal rights activists have charged that DIA animals are not cared for and have not been treated humanely. But actually good for the book."

He wrote the book on as being philosophically: "There is nothing permanent thing is change, and our horrible policy is as inevitable as death."
The Computing Resource Center's 3rd Annual Computer Fair

Wednesday, October 8
10 am - 4 pm
Annenberg Center Lobby
37th & Walnut Streets

---

Most faculty are already receiving grants from two newly established University funds: Administrators have worked on the Undergraduate Education Fund and an experimental program.

The dean, Donald Fitts, said this week that he had primary goals for the next five years. "As federal funds disappeared in the 1970s, other universities began to restructure their faculty pool, it will enhance its philosophical reputation," Fitts added. "Now we're trying to focus on the Graduate School of"...

The associate dean also said that SAS is initiating a program to have only standing faculty members teach freshman seminars. As a sponsoring program in the 1950s has increased the number of exceptional graduate students.
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Clark Park languishes after city funding cuts

(Continued from page 1) help that much. Jobs get cut. It’s happening in New York, Newark and Baltimore. Now it’s happening in Philadelphia.

The department has been given nearly $5 million to get as much as possible done with a minimal staff. This is a problem. Employees, do they want to lose their jobs? They don’t want to lose their jobs. They probably want to work harder. Are we going to back further on their number of workers by 3 percent. Yet the trend of reductions has long been the department’s way. Of the 472 people on the department payroll now, 40 percent retire tomorrow, 18 men retire within two years, and another 145, 13 percent, ‘till 165. Karahalios asked, “That just about does it; half the department.

Assistant English Professor and Clark Park resident David McWhirter called the department’s management of the park “disgraceful.”

“I’ve seen the department’s problems in my own eyes. The out-of-control growth has angered many of the people who work there.”

Just how effective the ombudsman is for the fiscal year 1979-80, only 289

The department has been given

In addition, Karahalios said that the

Classical studies prote fakes over ombudsman’s duties

... (Continued from page 1) the last time he was seen... Smith

With his graying hair, wire-framed glasses and a mustache, Smith

Smith studied in the history of medicine at Harvard and is a

As a result, the ombudsman said

But as he did, those who worked for the

The proposal calls for the ombudsman to become a central figure in the department. An ombudsman can help bridge the gap between the community and the city, said

Regardless of what other measures are
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Dr. Carl Sagan

Bob Edgar for U.S. Senate

Dr. Carl Sagan in support of

Christian Association Student Donation $5

The Ministry to Public Sanctuary continues... COME, CELEBRATE LIFE!

HELP US WELCOME "ROBERTO"

from El Salvador
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Emergency test prep help for the imminent LSAT, GMAT, and GRE.

As you see before the exams will be here before you know it. And if your verbal signs include sweaty palms, a queasy stomach, and shaky legs, you need help fast. Check into Kaplan Center. Our test taking techniques and educational programs have helped lower the pressure and boost the scoring power and confidence of over one million students. We even have compact classes so you can be ready for your fall exams. So if you’re getting all thinking about the LSAT, GMAT, or GRE, call Kaplan. We’ll give you all the facts exams. If you compare the kind of substitute programs we’ve come up with, and Scramble’s come up with, we have more substance. Stone explained.

In addition to the PENNTECH plan, Casey is proposing an ambitious education plan for the state. "If you eliminate critical weaknesses in the state’s system, it will literally revolutionize Pennsylvania," he said in an April statement.

In his paper, Casey blames the current problems in education on the ineffectiveness of the current Republican leadership of Governor Richard Thornburgh. According to Casey’s figures, 36 percent of Pennsylvania’s 176,000 public schools are facing severe financial problems such as state aid on the flail in the nation in educating the future generation. Education, and intensive care. One other charge against Thornburgh in Casey’s paper for the state’s national ranking in state higher educational spending and 763 ranking in student days of schooling for adults. The Democratic candidate’s proposals include raising teaching standards, altering teacher’s salaries, and making classroom decisions and raising teachers’ salaries.

Although Stone stressed the differences between the two campaigns, many similarities are also apparent. Scramble has proposed a remodeling of the public school system. His plan calls for periodic rating of teachers, raising the base salary of educators, requiring students for literacy before graduation, and establishing a college assistance program to enable working to work in elementary schools.

The bottom line of Bill Scranton’s argument about taxes isn’t as clear as in Priest’s plan. Scranton figures the state should pay a significant portion of the costs to public schools and insist on funding it. The Republican also points to his economic successes during his seven years and one half years as lieutenant governor.

In May, Scranton was named Small Business Advocate of the Year by the Small Manufacturers Council. He was also named "Outstanding Citizen" by the National Small Business Council. The candidate is relying on his record as lieutenant governor to give him the victory in November. Scranton’s road to the governor’s mansion has been rocky. He was a political unknown, ran for lieutenant governor in 1978, served for one year as a field representative for the Republican State Committee, and ran in the primary.苗 Thornburgh has been in young, his family name has been pre-

Scranton’s general election bid was handled by his brother, William Scranton, noted New Jersey political consultant.

Through the family is very old and respected in the state, Scranton said that he wants to run because of his name. The candidate is relying on his record as lieutenant governor for his victory in November.

Scranton’s running mate was acting Pittsburgh Mayor Tom Murphy.

The problem with his candidacy for governor in 1978 was his name. The candidate is relying on his record as lieutenant governor for his victory in November. Scranton’s road to the governor’s mansion has been rocky. He was a political unknown, ran for lieutenant governor in 1978, served for one year as a field representative for the Republican State Committee, and ran in the primary.苗 Thornburgh has been in young, his family name has been pre-
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Wagner, concerned about the team scoring only one touchdown in the championship. But it is against Princeton.

Are expected to continue today, may affect the Quakers' strategy.

Stronger then theirs, and that should be the difference.

Confidence is high after victories over Columbia and Harvard.

This direct sunlight means nothing to Lightweight.

Past the soccer teams.

Assistant Coach John Milchanowski is in charge. Ninety degrees in indirect sunlight.

Senior some practice with speed workouts.

Perfection is all-important.

"Where do I go, Coach? Which play is it?"

Ten minutes later, Head Coach Wagner will not be around.

Seems like time.

The defense prepares for war.

Lightweight doesn't mean fragile. Besides, the calendar says October.

"Penn have ball the fall more than 25 yards.

Wagner pouch.

Madden retires to the trainer's room. The defense prepares for war.

"We're giving others a chance to play," Leary said. "We want her fresh for Connecticut.

"None of (the Penn players] felt out of matches. Nobody felt that the)

but we have two freshmen on the line.

"We're giving others a chance to play," Leary said. "I thought we could use her abilities.

"I've been off school the same time. Everybody's going to be perfect.

"They're going to do it.

"We'll do fine.
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A Message to Juniors Interested in Law School

BENJAMIN N. CARDozo SCHOOL OF LAW
Yeshiva University
55 FIRST AVENUE, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 1003
OFFICE OF THE DEAN

Cardozo School of Law is continuing, for a third successive year, its Accelerated Entry Program on May 3, that allows the juniors selected to begin law school in their junior year. Two of the juniors selected were

National Law School in two consecutive summers without

for the undergraduate degree.

The program is received high praise from its participants and has received from the American Bar Association, the Association of American Law Schools, the American Bar Association, and the American Bar Association, as well as a variety of law schools and the various legal communities.

For application, please contact the Admissions Office at 212-772-0024 or write to the Office of the Dean.

P.S. See us at the Career Planning and Placement Services on October 7th.
Penn not scared of Lions' roar

At 0-23, Columbia stuggles into town

By RICK RENICK

Some low talk around the Penn campus:

"You going to the football game tomorrow?"

"Who are the Quakers playing?"

"Columbia."

"What a joke."

"Yeah."

Columbia: Sure, go ahead and laugh. With the Lions coming to Franklin Field tomorrow (3 p.m., WFAN-FM 960, WFAN-AM 1580), there is bound to be great entertainment in the form of sarcastic remarks to keep Quaker fans entertained throughout the weekend. After all, it's not hard to make fun of the Lions.

"Why?" Well, the recent history of Columbia football is one that does not lend itself to being taken seriously. Take a look at some of the Lions' statistics:

- Since 1962, Columbia has lost 23 straight games.
- In 1985, the Lions lost all 11 games.
- Since 1972, Columbia has won only 26 games, lost 119, and tied 11.
- In 1973, the Lions scored only 59 points.
- They have lost their last 12 games.
- In 1974, the Lions scored a mere 38 points.
- In 1975, they scored only 50 points.
- In 1976, they scored only 47 points.
- In 1977, they scored only 49 points.
- In 1978, they scored only 52 points.
- In 1979, they scored only 58 points.
- In 1980, they scored only 60 points.
- In 1981, they scored only 68 points.
- In 1982, they scored only 74 points.
- In 1983, they scored only 76 points.
- In 1984, they scored only 80 points.
- In 1985, they scored only 82 points.
- In 1986, they scored only 84 points.
- In 1987, they scored only 86 points.
- In 1988, they scored only 90 points.
- In 1989, they scored only 92 points.
- In 1990, they scored only 94 points.
- In 1991, they scored only 96 points.
- In 1992, they scored only 98 points.
- In 1993, they scored only 100 points.
- In 1994, they scored only 102 points.
- In 1995, they scored only 104 points.
- In 1996, they scored only 106 points.
- In 1997, they scored only 108 points.
- In 1998, they scored only 110 points.
- In 1999, they scored only 112 points.
- In 2000, they scored only 114 points.
- In 2001, they scored only 116 points.
- In 2002, they scored only 118 points.
- In 2003, they scored only 120 points.
- In 2004, they scored only 122 points.
- In 2005, they scored only 124 points.
- In 2006, they scored only 126 points.
- In 2007, they scored only 128 points.
- In 2008, they scored only 130 points.
- In 2009, they scored only 132 points.
- In 2010, they scored only 134 points.
- In 2011, they scored only 136 points.
- In 2012, they scored only 138 points.
- In 2013, they scored only 140 points.
- In 2014, they scored only 142 points.
- In 2015, they scored only 144 points.
- In 2016, they scored only 146 points.
- In 2017, they scored only 148 points.
- In 2018, they scored only 150 points.
- In 2019, they scored only 152 points.
- In 2020, they scored only 154 points.
- In 2021, they scored only 156 points.
- In 2022, they scored only 158 points.
- In 2023, they scored only 160 points.

So, to answer the question:

Why? We're talking about wrinkles, right? Of course, wrinkles are always a popular topic. But, in this case, wrinkles are a metaphor for the Lions' age. After all, they've only been around since 1923. They're definitely showing their age. The Lions have lost 23 straight games, and they're not likely to win many more. So, in a way, they're just waiting for the right opportunity to shine. After all, they're not the first team to come to Franklin Field and show some spirit. So, go ahead and laugh. It's not like the Lions are going to break any records anytime soon.